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Wim Van Mierlo 
Indexing the Buffalo Notebooks 
Genetic Criticism and the Construction of 
Evidence 
Commenting on the recent controversies between genetic critics, 
Michael Groden correctly observes that the lines of demarcation 
between the several schools are "hardly airtight" 1• Lernout 
accuses Hayman and the maximalists of relinquishing 
"contextual restraints" in favor of broad intertextual relationships 
and speedy interpretations: ''Take away intention and context, 
and the only thing left to say about a text is that it can mean 
anything at all"2. Hayman, in turn, accuses the minimalists of 
confounding scholarship with criticism, while he sees the results 
of their philological work, particularly the hunt for sources, "as a 
be-all end-all"3. Groden mediatingly argues: "maximalists base 
their arguments on precise readings and identifications from the 
documents, and minimalists inevitably have recourse to larger 
theoretical and intertextual frameworks". 4 
l. Michael Groden, "Genetificated Joyce," rev. of Probes: Genetic Studies in 
Joyce, eds. David Hayman and Sam Slote, ]]LS 10.1, May 1996, p. 14. 
2. Geert Lernout, "The Finnegans Wake Notebooks and Radical 
Philology," Probes: Genetic Studies in Joyce, eds. David Hayman and Sam 
Slote, European Joyce Studies No 5, Amsterdam, Rodopi, 1995, p. 47. 
3. David Hayman, "Genetic Criticism and Joyce: An Introduction," 
Probes: Genetic Studies in Joyce, eds. David Hayman and Sam Slote, 
European Joyce Studies No 5, Amsterdam, Rodopi, 1995, p. 8 and 
"Dan is ' s Diaries and Geert's Defenses: Refutations/Reconsiderations: 
Mastering Joyce's Project/Notebooks: The Rosey Endgame," letter, ]]LS 
I 0. 1, May 1996, p. 17. 
'1 . Croden, p 14. 
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In other words, these authors' assumptions about the 
function of Joyce's notebooks are in fact all tacitly based on a 
priori models and opinions about literature. This belief echoes 
Lernout's argument for "a radical contextualization of Joyce 
criticism" which he makes in The French Joyce and which he 
applies in "Radical Philology'' to genetic criticism, albeit he does 
not construct a shared model for any of the groups.5 In asserting 
that these opinions lead to an implicit merger of methodologies, 
Groden inadvertently plays down the impact of the various 
models: just like Lernout, Hayman stresses that "Genetic 
Criticism is best used not to prove any preconceived truths but 
rather to disclose by the scrupulous use of evidence and theory 
what manuscripts have to tell us about the composition process 
and hence the creative procedures".6 The difference lies in the 
incorporation of "theory" and the reverberations of that theory in 
the textual analysis. The physical data introduced by both critics 
might be identical, but each of them gives a different rhetorical 
appreciation of these data: they present evidence differently, and 
hence present different evidence. 
The Professor at His Breakfast Table 
Notwithstanding the extent of the debate, the effects of 
these a priori models have not yet been systematically 
described. The "precise readings and identifications" to which 
all geneticists have recourse do not originate from an abstract 
objectivit~ but from a way of reading and evaluating the 
pretexts. Smee postmodernism an increased skepticism about 
objectivity and the nature of evidence has triggered a revisionist 
movement within textual scholarship and historiography which 
puts into question the practice of a previous generation of 
5. See Geen Lernout, The French Joyce, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan 
Press, 1990, and "Radical Philology," pp. 25, 26-29. 
6. "Genetic Criticism," p. I 0. 
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scholars: "The question of evidence cannot be dissociated 
anymore from the notion that we don't know what we are 
looking for" .7 
Evidence does not exist but is constructed. No methodology, 
whatever its claim to objectivity, can be successfully separated 
from a hermeneutic. In Desire for Origins Allen Frantzen writes 
that "methods" give the evidence significance, fitting it into 
patterns that demonstrate the social and poli~ical 'realitie~'. we 
select for them". B For Frantzen, these social and polmcal 
realities" consist of various nationalist interests that at different 
moments in time shaped the methodologies of his discipline, 
Anglo-Saxon studies. According to Heather Dubrow, "Turning 
an object into evidence is like gift-wrapping it: the agent 
performing the action defines and delimits the signific~ce of 
the object".9 Meaning to a degree precedes and shapes evidence, 
and, contrary to Hayman's contention about philological 
"spadework"- that "we should not confuse. this sor~ ?~ activity 
with criticism"IO - philology is a form of literary cnticism, not 
something that exists separately by way of preparation. 
Revisionist critics like Allen Frantzen, but also textual scholars 
like D.C. Greetham and Jerome J. McGann, argue that textual 
scholarship is as much informed by theory and hermeneutical 
assumptions as any other form of literary_ criticis~. It .s?~uld 
therefore be a prerequisite to recontextualize genetic crmcism, 
and literary criticism in general, and make it coterminous with 
this notion by reinserting the (study of) the text in its historical 
and cultural context. 
7. Antoine Compagnon in Heather Dubrow, et.al., "The Status of Evidence: 
A Roundtable," PMLA 111, January 1996, p. 26. 
8. Allen J. Frantzen, Desire for Origins: New Language, Old English, and 
Teaching the Tradition, New Brunswick, Rutgers Universiry Press, 1990, 
p. 111. 
9. Heather Dubrow, "The Status of Evidence," PMLA 111, January 
1996, p. 16. 
10. "Genetic Criticism," p. 8. 
., 
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Given the current critical climate and the face chat critique 
genetique explicitly distances itself from the limitations of a 
philological approach, it would seem chat the former is one step 
ahead of the philologists. Whereas the practical geneticists, or 
philologists, appropriate old-fashioned notions of objectivity and 
neutrality, the theoretical geneticists, or practitioners of critique 
genetique, boast a more sophisticated theoretical approach which 
supersedes the critical na'ivece of the philological method. 
Moreover, even if chis evaluation is untrue, and I believe it is, the 
fact chat the controversies cake place under the name of "healthy 
debate" is not insignificant either, because it substantiates, in 
Frantzen's opinion, the generally accepted model that literary 
studies operate in a progressive fashion, a forward march, which 
sees the methods of the past as obsolete and replaces chem by 
"increasingly sophisticated, reliable, and objective scholarly 
means" of the present: "Each new generation of scholars is seen 
as correcting the errors of the previous generation; each age 
celebrates its own advancement of historical and textual 
methods". Frantzen critiques chis "paradigm of primitivism and 
progress" and suggests chat the history of literary studies operates 
according to conflict and change rather than culmination, 
according to discontinuity rather than continuity, and he 
concludes that " [ o] ur own claims to methodological superiority 
will not be final" .11 I believe here lies an important lesson fo 
genetic criticism. 
One of the myths Frantzen unveils surrounding nineteenth-
century scholarship, the belief chat the texts under investigation 
actually culminate in the current methodology, is applicable to 
the Dublin/Antwerp critics. Especially Rose's adherence to "wha 
is historical and what can be demonstrated from the written 
evidence"l2 is an idealization of the scholarly "apparatus created 
to recover" the Wake's "textual beginnings" .13 Rose not only 
11. Frantzen, pp. xiv, 8, 21, 25. 
12. Danis Rose, The Textual Diaries of James Joyce, Dublin, The Lilliput 
Press, 1995, p. ix. 
13. Frantzen, p. 26. 
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perpetuates an old notion of objectiv.ity, he_ also ~mbraces t?e 
authority of the document, an authority whi':h might not ~xist 
intrinsically, 14 because the critic's hermeneunc preconcepnons 
will alter (his perception of) the document. . 
Reminiscent of the professor at his breakfast table m 
Finnegans Wake, Almuth Gresillon state~ that s~bjecti~e and 
unintentional manipulation of evidence is unavoidable m any 
literary discourse, "meme quand il s'agit du dech_iffreme~t 
d'un brouillon".15 For this reason she defends diplomatic 
transcriptions in order co approximate - but not 
guarantee -recreation of the visual appearan~,e o~ a 
manuscript. Genetic material calls f~r an act. of spatial 
reading", which differs from readmg a prmted text, 
complementary to a linear (linguistic) decoding_ of the text. 16 
The indexes published in A Finnegans Wake Ctrculm: do not 
always conform to this practice. What ~ose perceives _as a 
"unit" or "single entry" in the notebooks is no~ necessarily a 
clearcut, objective element!?; the exact boundaries of an entry 
are often debatable, even when a source has been identified. 
'spiral' from Scandinavia 
r_ amber route 
anthemion (VI.B.6. p. 62) 
This is my diplomatic tran~cription ,of a no_teboo~ entry 
which I want to compare w1th Roses published m the 
Circular. 18 
14. At a living book review of Geert Lernouc' s The. French Joyce during the 
1992 Dublin symposium Lesley McDowell p_omt~d ~.uc chat fro~ a 
feminist perspective che"objeccivicy"a?d"fals1ficat1on of manuscnpt 
evidence could be experienced as threatenmg. . . 
15. Almuch Gresillon, Elements de critique genetique: Lire Les manusmts 
modernes Paris, Presses Universicaires de France, 1994, P· 109. . 
16. Jero:ne J. McGann, The Textual Condition, Princeton, Pnnceton 
University Press, 1991, pp. 108-09. 
17. Rose, Textual Diaries, p. 16. . . ,, 
18. Danis Rose, "Kells-Dublin-Rome-Trieste-Zunch-Pans, AFWC 2.1, 
Aurumn 1986, p 11. 
l 
' 
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rspiral 
from Scandinavia 
r_ amber route 
anthemion 
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Rose in his transcription separates "spiral" and "from 
Scandinavia", although Joyce's entry indicates and the source 
confirms that they form one unit: "Mr. Coffey assumes that 
spirals were introduced from Scandinavia, where this motive had 
penetrated early from the /Egean along the amber route". I 9 The 
indentation and the dash before "amber route" show that Joyce 
too originally thought of this entry as belonging to the previous 
line, despite the fact that he later decided to use both crossed out 
items at different locations in the Wake, FW p. 121.24 and FW 
p. 474.20 respectively. Rose again enters them as separate units. 
On the other hand, to enter "anthemion" as a separate entry 
seems indeed the most plausible solution, but even here we 
might find a possible justification to connect this line with the 
previous one. This time Rose blatantly obscures a potential 
association. He quotes: "Celtic designs were (after 400 B.C.) 
influenced by classical anthemion and meander patterns"20; 
however, the source, two footnotes down from the former, reads: 
"Mr. George Coffey, for instance, thinks that Celtic designs were 
(after 400 B.C.) influenced by classical anthemion and meander 
patterns, which were modified by the Celtic love of spiral and 
scroll".21 This full quotation, if it does not establish the 
probability that Joyce saw the three lines as one unit, at leas 
reveals something more about Joyce's intentions in recording this 
word beyond the fact that it is an unfamiliar term. 
In other words, the patterns contributors to the Circular 
impose on the notebooks continues with the sour e 
transcriptions: if context is all-important, then how much 
context the editor provides automatically rebounds on the 
19. The Book of Kells, ed. Edward Sullivan, London, Studio Editions, 
1920, p. 38n. 
20. Rose, "Kells," p. 11. 
21. Book of Ke/Ls, p. 38n. 
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interpretation of Joyce's notes. By the same token, those 
elements that Joyce chose not to include in his notebooks can be 
equally important for an understanding of the index and Joyce's 
motivation for his reading, especially in view of the ideological 
tenor of a source. 
More problematic, however, is the following example from 
an unpublished transcription by Geen Lernout. I quote this 
example because, unlike Rose's case, it poses a problem for 
which there is no solution. 
bladies foursome tournament 
face fungus golf 
Royal beaver (baffled barber) 
'walrus 
King Beaver redwhiskered I policeman on a I green bicycle (Vl.B. l 0. p. 2) 
These entries derive from the following excerpts in the Irish 
Times. 
[Golf] As a result of the fourth and fifth rounds of the Ladies' Foursome 
Tournament at Ranelagh .. .22 
[Letter entitled 'Beaveritis']: I do not know who invented the game, but I 
suspect that the Amalgamated Society of Hairdressers or the Barbers Mates 
Union have had something to do with it. .. One need neither howl nor shout 
nor in any way offend the feelings of those who flaunt face-fungus in the form 
of either a 'Walrus' or a 'Beaver' .. . a 'Royal Beaver' is a man afflicted with a full 
outfit of face-fittings - to wit, beard and moustache - while a 'King Beaver' is a 
red-whiskered policeman riding a green bicycle.23 
The problem lies in the second notebook entry, "face fungus 
golf", which combines words from two different source 
fragments three pages apart in the newspaper. Is this association 
intentional? Perhaps Joyce, ironically and sarcastically, wanted to 
indicate that the beaver-spotting game was in fact a gentleman's 
22. Irish Times 20 October 1922, p. 3/5. 
23. Ibid., p. 6/6. All identified items from the Irish Times in VI.B.10 were 
discovered by Vincent Deane and Geert Lernout. The"redwhiskered 
policeman"is, by the way, also the origin of Miss Weaver's very own King 
Beaver, supposedly a"solitary detective"watching her apartment in London 
on account of copies of Ulysses she had stored away (Letters I, p. 193). 
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sport. Or is it an unwitting amalgamation of two separate 
entries? Whatever seems more probable is not of my 
immediate concern here, but rather Leriiout's avowal that 
genetic criticism makes falsifiable statements.24 What is 
falsifiable seems limited to a few applications: the dating of 
notebooks, identification of sources, location of notebook 
units in the drafts of "Work in Progress". Beyond that every 
part of the game involves interpretation. 
The Keys to Indexing the Notebooks: 
From Essentialism to Multiplicity 
Genetic critics face the inherent danger to unify too much, to 
become essentialist. Jean-Michel Rabate has vehemently warned 
against "cette tentation genetique simplificatrice, contre le desir 
d'aboutir trop vite a la def, au code de l'enigme".25 An all too 
stabilizing intent lies behind Rose's belief in the absolutism of his 
method and the possibility to "ground" the text of Finnegans 
Wake genetically "by limiting the infinity of its possible 
meanings".26 But David Hayman's criticism also seems prone to 
essentialism when, despite his repeated assurances about the 
irreducible complexity of the composition process and Finnegans 
Wake itself, he believes that the "key'' to Finnegans Wake lies in 
its earliest stages: "[ ... ]the first written evidence is the true key to 
an understanding of the book's evolution and even its nature" .27 
24. Lernout, "Radical Philology," p. 48 and "Juicy Joyce Generics," letter, 
J]LS 10.1, 1996, p. 19. 
25. Jean-Michel Rabare, "Pour une cryptogenerique de l'idiolecre joycien," 
Genese de Babel: Joyce et la creation, ed. Claude Jacquet, Paris, Editions du 
CNRS, 1985, p. 31. 
26. Lernour, "Radical Philology," p. 33; Rose, Textual Diaries, p. 147. 
27. Hayman, "Danis's Diaries," p. 17, my italics. 
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A fundamental question remains for scholars and genetic 
critics alike. How do we avoid essentialism? How do we avoid 
easy closure when studying the genetic material? Like Rose, I 
believe the solution lies in the "index connection".28 During the 
composition of "Work in Progress" Joyce resorted to a 
notetaking technique which he had developed during the 
writing of Ulysses, culling interesting words and phrases that he 
deemed useful from whatever he was reading and jotting them 
down in his notebook for potential incorporation in his book. 
In spite of my objections against Rose and Lernout, I do not 
completely align myself with those critics who have challenged 
the minimalist agenda from various angles: against Rose's 
"usurpation of the Creator Joyce by Joyce the Assembler", 
Hayman puts a creative and above all human Joyce whose 
achievements and complexities the critic attempts to 
understand, and Ferrer a deliberately created textual lapsus.29 
However, Frantzen correctly observes that although the alleged 
neutrality of applied methods can be ideologically unsound, it 
"does not invalidate the methods or make them unusable, but it 
does qualify and reconceptualize what they accomplish for us. It 
does mean that method will not lead us to the origin or certify 
progress or objectivity" .30 I agree with Hayman that Rose's 
application of the sources as the origin of Finnegans Wake has its 
problems and limitations, but even if the sources are not the 
28. Rose, Textual Diaries, p. 148. 
29. Rose, Textual Diaries, p. 170; Hayman, "Danis's Diaries," p. 17; and 
Daniel Ferrer, "Joyce's Notebooks: Publicizing the Private Sphere of 
Writing," Modernist Writers and the Marketplace, eds. Ian Willison, 
Warwick Gould and Warren Chernaik, New York, St. Martin's Press, 
1996, pp. 210-11. Thus, the genetic critic's abilities to read and interpret 
the genetic material in the notebooks can be caricaturely summarized as 
follows: the notebooks auto-decipher themselves when Rose's critic 
provides the ultimate source, while the hermeneutic powers of Hayman's 
crit ic enable him to decipher the notebooks, and Ferrer's critic is 
(mis)guided by a fundamencal"principle ofindecipherability", p. 210. 
30. Frantzen, p. 111 . 
I I 
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"keys to", they are definitely a "given" which requires 
explanation. Because of the sources' prominence in the 
notebooks, I cannot accept Hayman's sweeping dismissal of their 
relevance. He adamantly objects to the importance given to 
sourcing because the kind of "knowledge" the source-hunters 
provide "is not essential to an understanding and appreciation of 
Joyce's accomplishment"3I and it does not represent "a full or 
adequate response to the vast array of manuscript materials" .32 
Instead, he insists that many of the notes have a strict 
biographical orientation: on the one hand, the notes for the 
Wake's primal family duplicate Joyce's emotions and anxieties 
regarding his own family, in particular Lucia; on the other, many 
notes simply derive from conversations with friends and family. 
Based on this assumption, Hayman avers that we can 
perfectly well read the notes without having recourse to sources. 
Indeed, close reading is under particular circumstances the only 
available tool. However, Hayman's assumption that we can 
judiciously sift through evidence and come up with reliable 
readings or truths is not always adequate. With this supposition 
he echoes a positivist principle which guided historians of a 
previous era who thought that "the interpreting of evidence is a 
task to which a man must bring everything he knows: historical 
knowledge, knowledge of nature and man, mathematical 
knowledge, philosophical knowledge [ ... ] "33 But exactly this 
kind of humanist belief in the neutral rationality of the 
investigating subject which generates "stable and objective 
truths" has been widely critiqued by many contemporary 
theories, including feminism and postcolonialism.34 
Hayman's faith in his own interpretative abilities (which is 
not to say that he is a bad reader!) goes against the fragmentary 
nature of the notebooks. In judiciously attributing conceptual 
31. Hayman, "Danis's Diaries," p. 17. 
32. Hayman, "Genetic Criticism," p. 7. 
33. R.G. Collingwood, The Idea of History, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1946, p. 248. 
34. Dubrow, p. I 0. 
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significance to a highly select number of notes (notes, moreover, 
of which he assumes that they have not been derived from 
sources), Hayman constructs a broad conceptual framework for 
Finnegans Wake and the notebooks, imposing narrative 
coherence on the variety and incoherence of the notebook 
material. I do not suggest that Hayman is unaware of the 
patterning he beings to the fore, but unlike the patterning Rose 
and Lernout supply, Hayman's method effaces a decent portion 
of the notebooks' serendipity. Most of the time it is quite easy to 
establish alternative patterns of semantic coherence, especially 
where Hayman's syntactic or narrative reconstructions of 
fragmentary units come into play. If reading the works of 
Mallarme and Pound in a linear fashion is a violation of 
modernism's poetics of fragmentation, then reading the Buffalo 
notebooks - which are after all private, non-literary texts - for 
their coherence would be an even bigger mistake. 
However, the kind of knowledge Hayman brings to the 
interpretation of the notebooks - Joyce's biography and the text 
of Finnegans Wake - is definitely bona fide; the problem mainly 
lies in the knowledge that he excludes: sources. Hayman 
resolutely admits that it would "have been foolish indeed not to 
recognize early on what even a casual reading of the notebooks 
reveals: that Joyce consulted outside materials in the time-
honored post-Flaubertian realist manner and that ... he used his 
sources as fodder for his creative procedures" .35 Case in point, 
his work on Tristan and Isolde in the "Wake" in Transit 
intelligently analyzes the narrative and parodic modes of the 
sketch in relation to at least three books and one opera: Joseph 
Bedier's retelling of Tristan et Iseult, Bedier's introduction to Le 
roman de Tristan par Thomas, Ezra Pound's Instigations, and 
Wagner's Tristan und Isolde.36 Hayman's reading, however, 
almost follows a traditional intertextual relationship, mainly 
35. Hayman, "Danis's Diaries," p. 17. 
36. David Hayman, The "Wake" in Transit, Ithaca, Cornell University 
Press, 1990, p. 62. 
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because he sees the notes as an integral part of the conceptual 
preparation for "Tristan and Isolde", not as a repository of 
functional material. The significance produced by Hayman's 
reading largely exists between source and sketch when he traces 
thematic and rhetorical connections. An entirely different 
reading would emerge when we investigate a number of more 
direct, genetic relationships, breaking down the textual 
connections between sources and notes, and notes and text. For 
reasons of space I cannot go into detail here, but the fact that the 
notes on Tristan and Isolde from Scribbledehobble were not 
entered in the first but in the second draft of the sketch greatly 
changes the intertextual perspective. 
Joyce exploited his sources on Tristan and Isolde just like he 
would exploit all his other sources. Lernout has explained how 
the notebooks are really a "filter" between text and world; the 
indexes help us reconstruct how much world Joyce exactly 
intended to put in his book.37 The fact that Joyce recorded 
snippets of conversation does not invalidate the index theory: 
simply because the actual source is irrecoverable does not mean 
that notebook entries had no origin. Admittedly, Rose and 
O'Hanlon only favor printed sources, but the oral sources 
Hayman recognizes do not rule out the presence of printed 
sources nor do they invalidate the function of these sources, 
because they both serve to recreate rhetorical flavor. 
For this reason, I believe, it is useful to amend Rose's 
hypothesis, that the "notebooks are primarily compilations of 
units derived from external sources" _38 We need to create a 
critical space for those notes that do not derive from a source or 
for which the source cannot be recovered. Rather than 
constructing one origin for Finnegans Wake - whether it be the 
unique conceptual importance of notes or printed sources - this 
critical space would reflect the multiplicity of origins in the 
genetic dossier which interact and interfere with each other. 
37. Lernour, "Radical Philology," p. 45. 
38. Rose, Textual Diaries, p. 17. 
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Joyce's notebook sources are one origin among many. In order to 
comprehend the mechanics of the composition process the 
genetic critic must concern himself with such questions as Why 
did Joyce record such and such a note? What did he do with it? 
and How did he use it in the text? Hence, at least two 
intentional moments are involved in this process: the moment 
an entry is reco.r-d-ed in a notebook and the moment of its 
insertion in "Work in Progress". 
Context is important for the recovery of these intentional 
moments. In Joyce's notebooks, however, context is not 
hermeneutically determined by the critic, as Hayman wants to 
have it, but set up historically in the act of jotting down notes. 
Demonstrating the presence of an underlying source, according 
to Lernout, is the only plausible way of determining context in 
the notebooks, and only this original context is relevant as basis 
against which the individual notes can be interpreted.39 This 
hermeneutic, however, needs to incorporate Joyce's frequent 
(interpretative) modifications of his sources. 40 Expanding 
Lernout's minimalist approach, I would argue that Joyce's 
39. Lernour, "Radical Philology," pp. 34-38. 
40. I do nor have in mind rhe kind of inrerrexrual manipulations Hayman 
refers ro in "Danis's Diaries" (p. 17) and analyzes in The "Wake" in Tramit, 
rather I am interested in summaries and disrorrions of the original material 
rhar perhaps give us indications of Joyce's thought processes. To quote a 
simple example from Joyce's reading of Freud's famous case history on 
President Schreber: 
Dr Weber, in his Report of 1899, makes the following remarks: ' It thus 
appears that at the present time [ ... ] Herr Senatsprasident Dr Schreber shows 
no signs of confusion or of psychical inhibition, nor is his intelligence noticea-
bly impaired. His mind is collected, his memory is excellent, he has at his dis-
posal a very considerable store of knowledge [ ... ] and he is able to reproduce it 
in a connected train of thought. (Sigmund Freud, "Psycho-Analytic Notes 
Upon an Autobiographical Account of a Case of Paranoia (Dementia 
Paranoides) , " Collected Papers, transl. Alix and James Strachey, vol.3 Case 
Histories, London, Hogarth Press, 1925, p. 393. 
When Joyce transforms rhe passive voice of "his mind is collected" 
inrothe active"collecring his mind"(VI.B.9 p. 22), he creates an ironic dis-
tance which exposes what is essentially a grotesque subtext of Freud's case. 
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creative dynamic does not lie in the sources or conceptual notes 
only, but in the interface between source and notebook, and 
notebook and text. Our understanding of intentional traces 
revealed in this dynamic can in turn provide a useful context to 
those notes for which no source exists. 
Rhetoric, Narrative, History 
Even though Joyce's reading at certain moments in "Work in 
Progress" provided a new inspirational thrust to the writing 
process, often he was looking for elements that were useful bur 
already familiar. External sources furnished Joyce with rhetorical 
and linguistic elements, narratives, and historical data that would 
(sometimes immediately) fir his project, while rhe 
conceptualization of the book occurred elsewhere (perhaps for 
the most part in Joyce's mind). The notebooks contain 
conceptual traces, and even conceptual notes, bur they do not 
contain the kind of comprehensive bur enigmatic conceptual 
map of "Work in Progress" which Hayman recognizes, for 
instance, in Scribbledehobble. Writing and notetaking are, 
roughly speaking, separate but complementary activities. 
Furthermore, these conceptual notes are not always very 
revealing. Most of the time they refer to isolated structural 
solutions (which Joyce would zealously communicate to Miss 
Weaver) and/or development of characterization: one of the 
better known examples is "/\ stations of+ I [ ... ] I r/\ walks 
backwards"(VI.B. l p. 76) which Joyce explained as "a 
description of a postman travelling backwards in the night 
through the events already narrated. It is written in the form of a 
via crucis of 14 stations but in reality it is only a barrel rolling 
down the river Liffey''(Letters I, p. 214). Contrary to what Geerr 
Lernout and Danis Rose implicitly suggest, an underlying source 
does not necessarily preclude the conceptual value of a note. In a 
book on children's games Joyce noted the following passage in 
which he recognized the res urrec tion theme of chap ter I. I: 
"Jenny se leve soudain de sa tombe er se precipice a la poursuite 
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de ses amies en deuil. Celle qu'elle attrape sera la Jenny de la 
ronde suivante"41; in his notebook Joyce wrote down '\jenny 
redivive [?] I new jenny", which succinctly expresses the bond 
between the waking Jenny and her capturing of the Jenny for 
the next cycle. The Vichian implications of this note, in turn, 
inspired him to e~nd the relationship between Shem and 
Shaun, in which Shaun becomes the reincarnation of Shem, in 
the note chat immediately follows: "I\ new[" (VI.B.17 p. 28). 
Still, we need to look at the sources for what they are: a 
device. Just as the Homeric parallel in Ulysses has been perceived 
as an intricate and elaborate symbolic system or despised as a 
superficial structural device, the mechanical function of the 
sources in the Buffalo notebooks has bothered some critics, 
including Stuart Gilbert. Ironically, Gilbert, who was the first to 
point out with Joyce's help the structural importance of the 
Homeric framework in Ulysses, complains in his diary chat 
Joyce's "method is more mechanical than ever". He would take 
down "the 'punnable' names of streets, buildings, city-founders" 
from a list of 30 towns drawn from the Encycloptedia 
Britannica:42 
The system seems bad for (I) there is little hope of the reader knowing these 
names - most seem new to Joyce himself, and certainly are to me. And 
supposing the reader, knowing the fragment dealt with towns, took the trouble 
to look up the Encyclopa:dia, would he hit on the 30 Joyce had selected. (2) 
The insertion of these puns is bound to lead the reader away from the basic 
text, to create divagations and the work is hard enough anyhow! The good 
method would be to write out a page of plain English and then rejuvenate dull 
words by injection of new (and appropriate) meaning. What he is doing is too 
easy to do and too hard to understand (for the reader) .43 
Gilbert overlooks that the recognition of the intertextual 
connection per se is not the point: after all, "there would be 
41. Yrjo Hirn, Les jeux d'enfonts, Paris, Oelamain et Bourelleau, 1926, p. 95. 
42. Stuart G ilbert , Rejlectiom on James Joyce: Stuart Gilbert's Paris journal, 
eds. T ho mas F. Staley and Randolph Lewis, Aust in , University of Texas 
Press, 1993, pp. 26, 21. 
43. Ibid ., pp. 20-21. 
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something perverse in imagining that Joyce requires that his 
readers start looking around for encyclopedias and travel guides, 
and grapple exhaustively after thousands of local names only to 
find a few dubious puns".44 
Still, the sources are important, but we are dealing with a 
different form of intertextuality, which I call pretextuality. The 
traditional concept of influence is too broad to describe Joyce's 
rather technical use of sources, yet the notion of allusion does 
not quite fit either. Whereas an intertextual relationship between 
texts exposes moments of significance, moments during which 
the crossing of texts produces meaning, pretextual relationships 
produce bibliographical significance apart from hermeneutic 
significance;45 they can even be a dead end: in Joyce's case we 
clearly have instances where the source text doesn't have any 
bearing on the text of Finnegans Wake apart from its rhetorical 
contribution to the linguistic texture, because Joyce would 
simply copy often meaningless words and phrases verbatim. 
Examples are rife. From Margaret Maidand's Life of Saint 
Martin, Joyce takes down the following phrases: "Says a writer" 
and ",a pious author"(VI.B.2. p. 37). 
'The sensation it [Sulpicius' life of St. Martin] produced in Rome,' says a writer, 
'and throughout the Christian world, was incredible.[ .. . ] '46 
A pious author says of their story that, if not historically exact in every detail, ' it 
used formerly to be accepted in all its main features.'47 
44. Jean-Michel Rabate, "Back to Beria! Genetic Joyce and Eco's 'Ideal 
Readers'," Probes: Genetic Studies in Joyce, eds. David Hayman and Sam 
Slote, European Joyce Studies n° 5, Amsterdam, Rodopi, 1995, p. 66. 
45. Jerome McGann explains how a text's bibliographical coding can radically 
alter its meaning: a different textual "socialization", or"bibliographical signi-
fier", produces a different reading. He cites Byron's "Fare Thee Well" and the 
poem's subsequent publications (private, pirated, and authorized) as a perfect 
case: "The character of the poem's involvements in love and hate shifts with 
the work's bibliographical changes"( Textual Condition, pp. 53-59). 
46. Margaret Maitland, Life and Legends of St. Martin of Tours (316-397), 
London, Catholic Truth Society, 1908, p. 66. 
47. Ibid. , pp. 73-4. 
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The actual stories these writers have to tell are not important 
to Joyce. When he again transposes these phrases literally to the 
text, they become part of the "authoritative" testimonies that 
feed the· reprieve/gossip surrounding HCE: "Slander [ ... ] has 
never been able to convict our good and great [ ... ] Earwicker, 
that homogenius man, as a pious author called him, of any 
graver impropriety than that[ ... ]"(FWp. 34.12-15). 
When David Hayman radically dismisses these notes as 
worthless "dross,"48 he rejects an important part of the 
notebooks and the gen~c process, since this so-called "dross" is 
unmistakably present inthe notebooks - and in rather large 
quantities too. On the one hand, these notes belong to the same 
category as the language lists in the notebooks or the notes from 
Otto Jespersen's Language: Its Nature, Development and Origin in 
VI.B.2, the first explicit sign in "Work in Progress" of Joyce's 
preoccupation with linguistics, prefiguring the later 
abandonment of all "wideawake language". On the other hand, 
the linguistic value of the phrases from the book on Saint 
Martin is concurrent with the narrative voice of Maitland's 
hagiography that Joyce is trying to imitate in his notes. Harking 
back to the writing of "Oxen of the Sun", where Joyce in his 
notesheets collects words and phrases from Saintsbury's History 
of English Prose Rhythm and Peacock's English Prose: Mandeville 
to Ruskin in order to recreate the stylistic development of English 
literature, the sources Joyce read during "Work in Progress" 
often perform a similar function. Just as he incorporated his 
father's diction - he quintessential voice of Irish folk-telling - in 
the Wake with the tale of How Buckley Shot the Russian 
General and the Tailor and the Norwegian Captain, Joyce 
haphazardly but consistently chronicles an array of written and 
oral voices in his notebooks. When he marks down the titles of 
Daisy Ashford's The Young Visitors, or Mr. Salteena's Plan, a 
novel by an eleven-year-old, and Cleone Knox' Diary of a Young 
Lady of Fashion In the Year 1764-1765 (VI.B.5 p. 42 and 
48. Hayman, Transit, p. 6. 
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VI.B.19 p. 195), his interest in these books clearly relates to the 
development of Issy's voice. Even when he reads Freud' famous 
Schreber case, he is not primarily interested in the psychoanalytic 
ramifications of the case history but in Schreber's paranoid 
narrative: Joyce carefuUy pored over Freud's exten ive summary 
of Schreber's Denkwurdigkeiten eines Nervenkranktn, noting 
down intriguing elements from Schreber's halJucin dons, but 
abandoned his reading of the case when Freud commences his 
psychoanalytical interpretation. 49 
In other words, external sources provide Joyce wit detail: 
historical, geographical, philosophical, natural, scicnd 1c, and 
literary facts or "unfacts" which he needed to beef up the 
encyclopedic nature of his narrative. A good de 1 of this 
information deals with what Lernout calls Joyce's attcm "to put 
as much world as possible" in the book. At a time n Joyce 
had not yet conceived of the early sketches - Jet alone Fl negans 
Wake - he was already coUecting material for a new bo which, 
for all it matters, might have been a sequel to Ulysm. I the first 
Finnegans Wake notebook, VI.B.10, which Joyce s ed late 
October 1923 while he was finishing a list of errat for U 
records names, recipes, couleur locale, odd occurrence,, 
fa.its divers from the Irish Times and numerous other n pers 
(including the famous Bywaters case).50 The noteb e 
49. Typically, the first entry from the Schreber index is rhe adverb! OOrnple-
ment "upon the whole" (VI.B.9), which derives from a quotation o reud's 
introduction to Schreber's Memoirs."After my recovery from my Arat Illness I 
spent eight years with my wife - years, upon the whole, of great 
[ .. . ]"(Psycho-Anatytic Notes, p. 391), and which Joyce um I " rk in 
Progress": "I don't mean to say for the moment that hew· N gulll,c,y utto-
nous as regards chewable swallowbobbles but upon the whole h . · his 
tuck all right every time he felt like a bottle of porter" U}A ~7 p. I I rnpli-
fied; now FW pp. 406. 32-407 .4). See my "The Frcudful Co I rnare 
Revisited: Contextualizing Joyce and the New Psychology," )lytl 6,tdies 
Annu.al, 1997, ed. T. F. Staley. Austin, University ofTexas Pl'all, 19')7, U •153. 
50. See Vincent D eane, "Bywaters and the Original Crime, Ntgans 
Wake: "Teems of Times", ed. Andrew Treip, European }oyt', St#llllf o 4, 
Amsterdam, Rodopi , 1994, pp. 165-204 and "Nored Scribe In 1rder 
Trial Appeal Bid C harge Shock! " j } LS9. I , Spring 199~, pp , 10• I, t 
j 
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the Beaver street game quoted above are a perfect example. The 
crossed-out units were used in the Wake where Joyce turns 
Mamalujo into upper class "ladies'foursome" trotting around the 
globe on a steamship (FW p. 395.5), and where the "walrus 
moustaches" become the king's facial attribute when he 
encounters Harold or Humphrey on the turnpike road (FW 
p. 31.13). \ 
At first sight, th'ese entries and their source texts do not add 
much pertinence to our reading of Finnegans Wake; nevertheless, 
they are an integral part of the book: banality is after aU an 
important but generally unrecognized aspect of the Joycean 
oeuvre. Joyce criticism has always favored the sincerity and 
reality of complex symbolic, linguistic, and, nowadays, political 
patterns over the insincerity of the carnivalesque and trivial. In 
the end, these unusual facts which Joyce takes from his sources 
simply foreshadow the grotesque nature of Finnegans Wake. 
Ever since the writing of Ulysses Joyce had a penchant for 
curious and tendentious theories in the domain of history and 
culture. Certainly, his familiarity with Irish history and religion 
did not require him to read several Jives of St. Patrick, yet he 
consulted a least seven Jives of his country's patron saint (and 
noted down the titles of many more), the most remarkable of 
which - from a historiographic perspective - is probably John 
Roche ArdiH's St. Patrick A.D 180, which disputes the fact that 
Patrick was a fifth-century saint. Late during the composition of 
"Work in Progress" Joyce expressed how thri1led he was to have 
discovered Zimmer's theory about the Scandinavian origin of 
Finn MacCool. (He happened on it almost by accident in the 
Encyclopt£dia Britannica. working on notes from the article on 
Finland, he skipped to "Finno-Ugrian" and discovered "Finn 
MacCooJ" in between.) Zimmer confirmed Joyce's own 
assumptions about the Irish hero's background: 
II est arrive un etrange parallele avec le cas Ulysse-Victor Berard. Son erude 
homerique est venue confirmer ma rheorie du semitisme de l'Odyssee quand 
j'avais deja eerie trois quarts d u livre. Yoila que je trouve ma rheorie sur le 
scandinavismc: de mon hcros Finn MacCool (le Fingal de Macpherson, pere 
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d'Ossian et grand'pere d 'Oscar) confirmee par les recherches d 'un savant 
allemand, Zimmer, donr j'ignorais l'reuvre. C'est un jeune etudiant a Paris qui a 
attire mon attention aces erudes,51 et c'est curieux de voir, dans le resume que le 
Professeur Zimmer de Heidelberg vient de me faire du travail de son pere, la 
hardiesse que j'avais osee en mettant le gros norvegien HCE dans la peau d'un 
heros mythique purement celtique [ ... ) /ustifiee par la doctrine tudesque avec 
chapitre et vers. (Letters I, p. 401) 
The fact that the Encycloptedia mentioned the extreme 
contentions against Zimmer's hypothesis was probably grist to 
Joyce's mill. Unfortunately, Joyce could not in time lay hands on 
Zimmer's original essay, although he did get a summary from 
Zimmer's son.52 
Contextualizing the Notebooks 
The idea that the material provided by the sources, 
epitomized in my three terms - history, narrative and rhetoric -
makes up the "raw textual material"53 of Finnegans Wake derives 
from but goes beyond Rose's perhaps narrow characterization of 
Finnegans Wake as a textual mosaic, because it does not exclude 
the conceptual diversity of the notebooks. The indexes reflect a 
conceptual preoccupation, albeit a different kind of 
conceptualization than Hayman describes in The "Wake" in 
Transit. Hayman's conceptual notes coincide with Joyce's initial 
intentions, preceding and predetermining the writing; they are, 
as the French term aptly indicates, "notes de regie", the author's 
plan to himself how he will develop the book. The conceptual 
traces revealed through identification of a source operate a 
posteriori, reflecting already established themes and motifs that 
confirm "Work in Progress" . The indexes, then, provide the 
armature around which or with which Joyce constructs his 
51. Possibly, somebody had mentioned the name of Zimmer to Joyce. T he 
entries on VI.B.41 pp. 100 and 102, however, unmistakably derive from 
"Finn MacCool" in the Encyclopt£dia Britannica. 
52. D an is Rose, "Finn M acCool and th e Final W eeks of Worl in 
Progress," AWN n.s. 17, October 1980, pp. 69-70. 
53. Rose, Textual Diaries, p. 140. 
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"Work in Progress"; they are, in other words, a kind of nodal 
structure in reverse. They do not autonomously form the themes 
or leitmotifs of the book, but constitute a loose framework of 
textual and semantic layers that form the sediment of the Wakes 
"narratives". The textual material from the sources sinks, as it 
were, to the bottom of the text where it still sits, even in the final 
version, covered by numerous layers of semantic overlay. 
It should corneas no surprise that this idea of textual 
layering of Finnegans Wake is not new. Joyce dearly had this 
technique of sedimentation in mind when he incorporated 
hundreds of river names in the Anna Livia Plurabelle chapter. 
What matters, however, is the hermeneutic which we construct 
around this technique. This hermeneutic, as I have indicated 
before, needs to integrate various intentional moments in its 
analysis. These intentional moments concur with, to borrow 
Linda Hutcheon's term , different moments of "trans-
contextualization"54: the reason why Joyce read a particular 
source, his selection and arrangement of source material in the 
notebooks, and his selection and use of notebook entries in 
"Work in Progress". 
Eventually, this hermeneutic requires an explanation and 
justification for the incorporation and application of Joyce's 
sources in our reading of Finnegans Wake without falling into 
the generalizations of other critics - genetic and traditional alike. 
The first thing genetic critics need to take into consideration 
when studying Joyce's pretexts, and particularly the Buffalo 
notebooks, is the idiosyncratic nature of the material. If genetic 
criticism is meant as a form of contextualizing criticism, we need 
to be prudent not to reduce Joyce's composition process in any 
way. The indexes give the opportunity to consider "everything" 
in the genetic appraisal of Joyce's text, not just those elements 
that seem significant or meaningful. Therefore, I recognize three 
areas of expertise where the sources play a role. First, the sources 
54. Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-
Century Art Forms, New York, Methuen, 1985, p. 7. 
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play a deciding role in defining (and limiting) the meaning of 
clusters of notes, meaning which otherwise could only be 
revealed through, at best, educated guesses. By the same token, 
reconstructing the origin of a source can sometimes limit a 
similar kind of aleatory exegesis of the Wake itself.55 Second, the 
sources form a kind of structure and motif on its own which has 
shaped the form and meaning of Finnegans Wake through a 
complexprocess of trans-contextualization. Finally, and perhaps 
most challengingly, the sources have cultural value. According to 
Allen Frantzen, a text is not merely a text but an event, a cultural 
event. A text - or even more correctly, an edition - is not 
uniquely a static or dead historical artifact, it produces and 
carries its own history through time. 
What Frantzen has in mind is primarily a text's reception, 
but it is quite easy to include a text's genesis here as well. The 
same idea is expressed by McGann who argues that texts only 
exist within "a concrete set of determinants that have different 
spatial and temporal coordinates"; all texts, as well as all readers, 
"are materially and socially defined" .56 Genetic criticism, in that 
respect, should defend such a form of textuality that participates 
within a given culture and within cultural studies, since the 
objective of both disciplines is to contextualize and historicize the 
text: it "is to situate texts in a timely rather than a timeles 
sense" Y Joyce's notebook sources seem a perfect occasion, since 
the sources aren't just a reflection of the culture surrounding 
Joyce, they are the culture that Joyce knew, the culture that he 
imitated, incorporated, cannibalized, plagiarized, parodied and 
critiqued in Finnegans Wake. 
55. Rose's and Lernout's attempts to"ground"the text is not intended to pre• 
elude interpretation or to reduce the far-reaching ambiguity of Finnegans 
Wake. It merely shows that there can be a"literal"level to the text from which 
the semiotic"wholemole millwheeling vivociclometer"(FWp. 614.26) take its 
flight; it is meant to show that, to use Rabate's paraphrase of Umberto Eco, 
even in Wake criticism we can"check [our) interpretative impulses and apply 
Occam's razor to [our] own ingenuities"("Beria!" p. 70). 
56. McGann, Textual Condition, pp. 9, 8. 
57. Frantzen, p. 201. 
